
Less Is  More LABELING MACHINE  ONE HEAD

APPLICATION

1.General Description:

The Automatic Labeler with accumulation tray is very easy for operate. Touch screen 
control technology labeler length, lot number stamping and conveyor speed can be set 
and adjustable . Automatic sensor, troubleshooting and data display works more 
efficient and stable. Custom built labelers available for square bottles, both side 
labeler and upper labeler, can also work along with hot stamp foil printer.

2.Main features:

-Suitable for various round bottle surface labeling

-It adopts infinitely variable speed control, not necessary to move sensor eye conveying
and labeling.

-This machine integrates electrical and mechanical device, with simple and reasonable
structure and several protective devices. It is easy to maintain.

-It is equipped with interface and PLC control system of convenient operation, easy
maintenance and steady performance, providing easy access to all settings within the
range of parameters.

LABELING MACHINE  ONE HEAD

Horizontal  Self-Adhesive Round Bottle Labeling Machine For Round Bottle With PLC 
Control Servo Driven Up to 120 BPM

Capacity: Up to 120 bottles/ min

Dimension & Weight: 2000*1100*1600mm/250kg

DETAIL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Max Output:

Width Of Labels:

Height Of Bottles:

180 Bpm

20-150mm

50-300mm

Length Of Labels:

SuitableBottle Range:

Power:

20-250mm

50-300mm

2Kw
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2.Main features:

Feature:

Technical Information:

-It has automatic control and detects system to stop in case of missing
bottles, labels and bottle jams, reserved bottles and running out of ribbon.

-It adopts opto-electrical system to paste labels, with steady performance. The 
label position can be adjusted arbitrarily.

-The machine has heat code printer for distinct printing of 360 angles.

-The front size is accorded with the client’s sample.

-The material is made up of high-quality stainless steel 304, with elegant
appearance and meet GMP standard.

The information is for guidance only. We reserve the right to modify any material or feature without notice in advance.
Photos are not binding. For further information, please, consult our web site www.whitesteel.de
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Operation Manual or PLC control system makes labeling machine easy to 
operate

Material Labeling machine’s main body is made of SUS304 stainless steel

Configuration Our labeling machines adopt European motor driving and photo 
sensor and Italian control system

LABELING HEAD Italian brand “Herma Labeling Head”.

Items Data

1. Max output 180 Btl / Min

2. Length of labels 50-250mm

3. Width of labels 50-150mm

4. Suitable bottle range 15-300mm

5. Height of bottles 30-150mm

6. Voltage / Frequency AC220 / 50Hz

7. Power consumption 2 Kw

8. Dimensions (LxWxH) 1950x1060x1300mm

9. Weight 500Kg
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